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thought to the merits of the controversy and endeavor to decide the suit
on "the equities 'of the case," and I venture to say that on the whole
there has been a marked advance in the administration of justice in recent years.
But law, like all sciences, is not static. There is, and always will
be, occasion for criticism and need of constructive reform. It is and
should be the function of the Bar Association to propose and enforce
such refoTms as are needed from time to time to keep the administration of justice up with the advance that is made in other fields of human
endeavor. The public looks to the lawyer and his organization, the Bar
Association, for such results. It is only by cooperative effort through
the Bar Association that the lawyer can discharge this duty to the public. The necessity of having a well organized and efficient Bar Association, functioning as a part of the Judicial Branch of the Government, is
recognized by all. The public should be made to realize that the ideals
and motives of our profession are honorable, that we are striving effectively to attain better and mare speedy administration of justice.
With this thought impressed on the public mind by word and act of ours,
we may be sure that our profession will be looked to, as it has been in
the past, for guidance in the solution of the many public questions continually pressing for decision as well as those relating directly to the
administration of justice.
Let every lawyer and every judge give serious thought to this
criticism and contribute his share to the united effort of our State Bar
Association to bring about needed reforms in the administration of
justice.
A. W. CUPLER, President.
LAWYERS AND LEGAL PROCEDURE
FoT nine years in succession the American Bar Association has endeavored to procure the enactment of a law- to authorize the Supreme
court of the U. S., in cooperation with the best added legal counsel
available, to formulate an entirely new system of federal procedure for
cases at law. Court procedure has become so cumbersome in the Federal courts and in many -states as to increase the cost of litigation, impair the operation of the law, and delay, and often defeat the ends of
justice.
Yet almost no progress has been made. Perhaps the reason may
be summed up in the passing remark of a Senator, that the change might
inconvenience somebody. Meaning the lawyers, of course. Rules of
procedure in the Federal courts have grown out of the earlier endeavor
to conform to the practices of each state. But there grew up such a
mass of unscientific practices that the Supreme court finally declared
that to conform to these state procedures would be to defeat the ends of
justice in Federal tribunals. Then came amendatory Federal legislation,
and more or less haphazard rules of procedure until we have a procedure, now called Federal Practices, an abnormal growth, through tortuous processes, a system described as "Sanskrit to the average lawyer
and a monopoly to the experienced Federal practitioner."
Yet the lawyers, on the Bench and as counsel, are sworn to follow
both the law and established procedure. True, as the dominant factor
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in all legislative bodies, the lawyer is mainly responsible for whatever
evil has grown into the system. But this growth is better understood
than is the lawyer-congressman's unwillingness or his inactivity in extricating legal procedure from cumbersome, involved and ineffective
rules. Fifty years ago the English courts were given the precise authority that is now asked for the Federal courts, and the superiority of procedure in England over that in this country is now proverbial.-Kansas
City Star.
Attorney Paul W. Boehm, of Hettinger, replied to this article, and
we reprint here a part of that reply, to-wit:
This is only another manifestation of the popular sport of blaming
the lawyers for all the defects in our laws, and at the same time it demonstrates how far astray a layman will go when he wanders in unfamiliar fields.
Is it true that the lawyers make the laws? Our legislatures are
composed of laymen by a very large majority. The sprinkling of lawyers only partially succeeds in stemming the flood of ambiguous, contradicting and often incomprehensible laws that are ground out in such
lavish profusion each year. Many of these laws are so clearly the work
of untrained minds (or should I say hands?) that even the editor of the
Kansas City Star will hesitate to attribute them to the lawyer members
of the legislatures. Their authors are evidently unfamiliar with the
laws on the books and so only create more confusion when they seek to
make changes. The result is as disastrous as when a lawyer attempts
to operate a farm or go into any business or profession for which he is
unprepared by previous study and experience.
Without laws and without practitioners thoroughly familiar with
laws, we should have to revert to the settlement of disputes by "Trial by
battle," or to the practice prevailing when fanatical mysticism ordained
that a man charged with a crime be tried by dipping his bare arms in
boiling lard and the innocent man could only escape conviction by a
miracle.
Only when all laws are passed on by experts in the law, before enactment, can the profession be blamed for the overwhelming number, the
conflicting and often incomprehensible nature, and the instances of miscarriage in our laws. When the American Bar Association raps on the
doors of our national legislature for nine years for the passage of laws
to simplify the Federal procedure, it is neither logic nor just to blame
the lawyers for the haphazard rules of procedure obtaining in the Federal courts.

REVIEW OF IMPORTANT DECISIONS
By C. L. YOUNG
McIntosh, Receiver, vs. Dakota Trust Company et al
A bank applied for fidelity bonds for its several officers and in the
separate applications certified that the officer for whom application was
made performed his duties in a satisfactory manner; that his accounts
were correct; that he was not in arrears; that he was entitled to confidence and was qualified to discharge his duties;

